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2 . BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND THE CONSTITUTION

Executive Summary
What role does the legislature play in constitutional

This paper analyses the different senses in which the

democracies? This broad question can be answered

legislature’s relationship to the constitution can be

in several ways. The legislature’s role in government

understood. I then consider recent support amongst

is both enabled and limited by constitutional rules.

some constitutional theorists for an active legislative

Representative legislatures connect ‘the people’ to

role in the interpretation and development of the

the constitutional system of government, and

constitution on normative grounds. While broader

thereby play an important legitimating role in the

recognition of the role that legislatures can play in

structure of government. The legislature also plays a

relation to constitutions is valuable, there are other

vital role in interpreting, applying, and generating

matters of concern relating to the realities of

constitutional norms.

legislatures, in relation to representation,
accountability, and deliberation, which merit greater
consideration in constitutional literature.
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The Relationship between the Legislature and
the Constitution
Constitutional democracies during the twentieth

constitutional constraints (or the lack thereof) on

century have come to share two features: a broadly

legislative power. Constitutional lawyers and theorists

representative political body (the legislature) and a

have extensively debated how such constraints can be

constitution, which provides for a set of rules and

justified and what the proper role of the legislature

procedures that are more basic than the ordinary

ought to be, predominantly in relation to fundamental

1

law, passed by legislatures. This constitution may

rights and freedoms. As Amy Guttman states,

include a written document, the Constitution, but for

‘theorists and practitioners of constitutional democracy

the purposes of this paper I use the term

alike have yet to fully grasp just how legislatures and

constitution to refer to the fundamental rules which

courts should divide up the labor of furthering

establish the framework and institutions of

democratic and constitutional values.’5

government, and thereby structure the exercise of
public power. These rules may be legal or non-legal;2

In this debate, courts and judicial decision-making

hence the term ‘constitutional’ is used to describe

have received rather more attention than legislatures.

legally enforceable rules as well as fundamental

Of course, analysis of legislatures at a general level

principles and practices enforceable only in the

suffers from the problem that real-world legislatures

political realm.3

are varied in composition and strength, and in terms
of designated functions. In this paper, I will

Constitutions empower legislatures to make law, set

concentrate predominantly on the English speaking

policy, check the other branches of government, and

world: the United States, United Kingdom, Canada,

in parliamentary systems, select the executive. The

Australia, and New Zealand.6

rules provided by constitutions are both constitutive
and regulative, placing constraints on what

In this first part of this paper, I want to draw

legislatures may do.4 The constraints in turn may be

attention to two further ways in which we can

largely procedural or may include substantive

understand the constitutional role of the legislature.

protection of certain social goods. In this sense, we

Beyond the role handed to it by the constitution, the

can identify, in relation to a given constitution, the

legislature also plays at least two roles in relation to

role given to the legislature (to pass laws, to select

the constitution in the above-mentioned

the executive, or to confirm judicial appointments)

constitutional systems. First, the legislature(s)

and the limits placed on the legislature’s role (not to

provide a linkage to the people; an important

pass judgement on individual cases or not to

legitimating function (although the degree to which

legislate in violation of certain individual rights).

the legislature is considered to be distinctively the

Moreover, the constitution may itself give the

people’s branch of government may vary). Second,

legislature the power to amend constitutional rules,

the legislature can play a significant role in

for instance, the Article V amendment procedure

interpreting, constructing, and applying constitutional

under the United States Constitution.

norms in the course of its law-making functions. This
more active engagement with the constitution can be

Much attention in Anglo-American constitutional law

seen not only in countries that tend towards political

and theory has concerned the relationship between

constitutionalism but also in countries with a more

the constitution and the legislature, and this attention

juridical constitution.

has focused on one aspect of that relationship:
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The voice of the people

The democratic calibre of the legislature, and its

The democratic calibre of the legislature — its

consequent legitimacy as a law-making body, is also

relationship to the people, formalized through

a factor at play in constitutional and public law. It is

regular elections — plays a vital legitimating role in

one of the contemporary arguments for judges to be

democratic constitutionalism. The fact that the

constrained from engaging in law-making; for judges

legislature is a regularly elected, large assembly of

to refrain from frustrating the purpose of legislation

representatives of the people supports the legitimacy

when interpreting it; to be restrained or deferential

of the law and the legitimacy of public action

in the exercise of judicial review functions. It also

pursuant to the law. The type of legitimation I am

animates the idea that where laws limit rights, they

referring to here is the symbolic variety: a matter of

should do so expressly, in primary not delegated

the people selecting representatives, thereby

legislation, because ultimately the express consent of

indirectly playing a role in producing the laws that

the legislature carries a high value in democratic

govern them and authorizing policies. Officially

constitutionalism, higher than the decisions of the

passing law and approving policies is known as the

executive alone.13

manifest legitimation that the legislature provides to
The extent to which the legislature is distinctively the

law and government action.7

people’s branch of government depends on the nature
Though we might regard the legislature as representing

and history of the country in question. Stephen

the voice of the people, or as embodying the public or

Gardbaum argues that in certain European countries,

general will, we cannot expect the legislature to reflect

the legislature has been understood as ‘the distinctive

the actual public will on any given issue because,

institutional manifestation of popular sovereignty’ and

almost invariably, a unanimous opinion will not exist

ideas about the supremacy of the legislature reflect

amongst the people. In fact, constitutions provide the

the historical triumphs of the ‘people’ against the

rules and structures that form an artificial or

Crown and the elites, for instance in England and

constructed public voice, which overcomes the plurality

France.14 He compares this with the United States,

and disagreement in actual public voices.8 Constitutions

where legislatures are not considered to be the

provide the framework which allows the electorate to

distinctive collective organ of the people, rather that
limits that are placed on legislatures are limits that

9

express itself coherently.

the people, when asserting their sovereignty through
In the British tradition, beyond its law-making role,

the Constitution place upon their leaders, rather than

emphasis has also been placed on the importance of

upon themselves.15 It has been argued that, under

Parliament as a civic forum: an arena in which

the US Constitution, popular sovereignty was not

concerns are raised, criticisms levelled, and

institutionalized in one particular organ of

justifications made for public action. Mill considered

government.16 Bruce Ackerman’s idea of democratic

that Parliament was not an appropriate body to

dualism strikes a similar note: the voice of the

govern, but it was the forum for the full airing of

legislature remains separate to the true voice of

grievances and opinions. This is another sense in

the people.17

10

which Parliament plays a legitimating role: by
providing this type of forum, it offers a ‘release

Certainly the idea that the legislature, or Parliament,

valve’ which serves as a more latent legitimation to

is distinctively the people’s branch of government is

the exercise of public power, since government

more forceful in Commonwealth countries with a

officials are open to formal criticism and required to

Westminster system of government than in the

provide formal justifications for their conduct. In a

United States. This can also be explained by the fact

more active sense, members of the legislature may

that, in a separation of powers system, the principal

also play a role of mobilizing consent and helping to

conduit of public accountability of government action

11

12

win acceptance for government policies.

is not the legislature, as the executive is elected
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separately. Nonetheless, even if, in the United

position of fundamental democratic rights and

States, the legislature may not be distinctively the

freedoms, is largely left to be protected by

voice of the people, it is the primary institution

constitutional conventions and ordinary law. Hence,

through which the people ‘of here and now’ make

parliamentary supremacy is still an important principle

18

public decisions on law and policy. It remains the

in Australian political and constitutional discourse,

representative branch of government, which

particularly in relation to fundamental rights and

distinguishes it from other, more specialized and

freedoms, even though no Parliament in Australia can

expert branches of government.

be said to have legally unfettered powers.22

Constitutional interpretation and
development in the legislature

Constitutional lawyers who proclaim parliamentary

Legislatures also actively engage with the constitution,

that the legislature’s law-making power is

both by interpreting and applying constitutional rules,

unconstrained, rather that those constraints are

and by developing aspects of the constitution through

political and non-justiciable.23 Constraints can be

their ordinary legislative powers.19

imposed by parliamentarians themselves, and by the

supremacy as a constitutional principle do not claim

prevailing political culture expressed by the public.
The United States, Canada, the United Kingdom,

Hence, New Zealand and the United Kingdom do

Australia, and New Zealand occupy distinct positions

have a constitutional scheme of government, with

with regard to the degree of legislative and judicial

rules which structure the exercise of public power

supremacy over the content and meaning of the

and the relationship between the branches of

constitution. This can also be described in terms of a

government, and thereby do regulate public power.

spectrum between political and juridical forms of

Unwritten constitutional conventions and

constitutionalism. Each system has a different level of

fundamental statutes (maintained by custom and

judicial reach and power over the interpretation and

political culture) play this organizing role.

application of constitutional norms, even across the
four countries that share the tradition of

There is a difference, however, between

parliamentary supremacy.

constitutional conventions in the sense of clear and
established practices, compliance with which is

Political constitutionalism

relatively easy to determine, and more nebulous

The doctrine of parliamentary supremacy confers

constitutional principles or conventions. For instance,

upon Parliament the formally unrestricted power to

Marshall’s account of constitutional conventions

pass legislation. The other branches of government

states that, ‘though it is rarely formulated as a

are bound to follow the laws passed by Parliament

constitutional rule, the most obvious and undisputed

and only Parliament can amend or repeal its laws.

convention of the British constitutional system is that

The doctrine is best exemplified by the formal status

Parliament does not use its unlimited sovereign

of New Zealand’s Parliament. Its formal status has

power of legislation in an oppressive or tyrannical

recently been questioned in the United Kingdom by

way. This is a vague but clearly accepted

virtue of the status of European Community law and

conventional rule….’24 Similarly, the separation of

the Human Rights Act 1998.20

powers, freedom of speech, or the right to a fair
trial, may be widely considered to provide limits to

Parliamentary supremacy may also continue to be a

legislative power, yet those principles remain in the

relevant principle in a country with a written

realm of politics for interpretation and application.

constitution. In Australia constitutional rules
concerning federal matters, enumerated in the written

Hence, Parliament can engage in the interpretation of

constitution, are subject to binding judicial review,21

what constitutional principles require of it when

but the Westminster style of government, and the

considering a Bill criticized for violating the separation
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of powers, for example. A good illustration of this is

Juridical constitutionalism

the debate in the United Kingdom over the Prevention

In systems with written constitutions enforced by

of Terrorism Act 2005, which introduced a system of

judicial review, the relationship between the

control orders for terrorist suspects. Legislative and

legislature and the constitution is usually presented

public debate, (though severely limited by the rapid

in more passive terms: the legislature functions

timetable on which the Bill was passed) concerned the

under the constitution rather than actively engaging

propriety of the legislation on the grounds of such

in decisions about the constitution. In fact,

principles as the separation of powers, the right not

legislatures also interpret and generate constitutional

to be detained without criminal charge, due process,

norms in systems with written constitutions, in

and fair trial rights. The parliamentary debates on the

countries whose framework of government is

Bill indicate the range of ways such principles may be

understood as embodying juridical constitutionalism,

interpreted, from requiring judicial oversight of control

such as the United States.

orders to requiring that the system of control orders
itself be rejected as oppressive.

Judicial supremacy in constitutional interpretation is
the orthodox understanding of the United States

Additionally, significant aspects of the constitution

Constitution and judicial interpretation of the

may not be convention, but law, taking the form of

Constitution has been the overwhelming focus of

statutes rather than a separate constitutional

American constitutional law.26 While debate may

document, thereby becoming more embedded and

continue on the desirability of judicial supremacy, its

less susceptible to amendment than other legislation.

contemporary existence is a basic fact about the

For example, in the United Kingdom, the Parliament

American constitutional regime, accepted even

Act 1911 was passed after clashes between the

amongst those who are opposed to it on normative

House of Commons and House of Lords prompted

grounds.

calls for institutional reform. Today, the relationship
between the Houses is covered partly by statute (the

But even in the United States, judicial review does

Parliament Acts of 1911 and 1949) and partly by

not occupy the entire space for interpretation and

convention. It has been argued in relation to the

development of the constitution. For one, the written

European Communities Act and the Human Rights Act

Constitution does not comprise the entirety of the

that Parliament has engaged in developing the

United States constitution; there is also a

constitutional framework of government in new

conventional component to the constitution.27

ways, changing the organization of public power in

Congressional enactments, ‘ordinary legislation’,

the United Kingdom and introducing principles that

provide for essential aspects of the framework of

limit the exercise of parliamentary power.25

government: establishing basic institutions of the
executive, independent regulatory agencies, and

The claim that the legislature plays a role in

electoral rules.28 Daniel Farber has drawn attention to

interpreting and developing constitutional norms is

the fact that ‘major parts of the fundamental

not especially controversial in countries with a

structure of government are due to congressional

parliamentary supremacy (or modified parliamentary

action rather than constitutional text or judicial

supremacy) system, assuming it is accepted that

interpretation. Such legislation … gain their stability

constitutional rules may be non-legal and that the

(as in Westminster constitutionalism) from custom

constitution may develop gradually. Parliament plays

rather than judicial enforcement.’29

this role when it considers the limits on the exercise
of its power that stem from fundamental

In a similar vein, John Ferejohn and William Eskridge

constitutional principles, and when it passes

have described the importance of what they refer to

legislation that shapes and modifies the structure of

as ‘super-statutes’. These laws, instituted after

public power in a fundamental way.

intense normative debate, seek ‘to establish a new
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normative or institutional framework for state policy

taking a particular stance, or because they consider

and over time …“stick” in the public culture such that

constitutionality to be a matter for judges.

the super-statute and its institutional or normative
principles have a broad effect on the law.’30 Examples

Whether or not it can be claimed that the legislature

relied upon include the Sherman Antitrust Act 1890

always implicitly applies constitutional norms in

and the Civil Rights Act 1964.31 The way in which

passing legislation, it is clear that legislatures under

such laws are interpreted is a hybrid of statutory,

juridical constitutionalism do engage in explicit

common law, and constitutional interpretation. They

debate over the application of the Constitution.

tend to trump ordinary legislation and assume a

Whittington et al., in their thirty-year study of

fundamental status in the legal system.

Congressional committees, found that Congressional
committees ‘regularly encounter the Constitution in

Hence, we can see that even US Congress plays a

the course of carrying out their normal

role in developing basic rules about the framework

responsibilities’.35 They also found that the Judiciary

of government and the exercise of public power,

Committee tended to dominate congressional

procedural and sometimes substantive, that may

consideration of constitutional issues, indicating that

become politically entrenched, even if they are more

engagement with the Constitution has become a

easily changed than the Constitution itself. We

specialization within Congress. Mark Tushnet argues

should note, however, not everyone would agree

that non-judicial decision-makers in the United

that these rules should be considered as

States have incentives to ‘orient themselves to the

constitutional law, which is reserved for the

Constitution’ and that to a large extent these

32

application of the Constitution itself.

incentives are provided by socialization.36

Even in the case of the written Constitution, the

The above examples illustrate that judicial supremacy

legislature engages in constitutional interpretation

does not equate to judicial exclusivity in

while exercising its law-making powers. In the United

constitutional interpretation: in fact, judicial review

States, there is an alternative tradition to that of

may feed back into the legislative process and

judicial supremacy, namely, departmentalism, which

encourage legislators to engage in constitutional

recognizes an independent role for each branch of

review of their own. In the European context of

government to interpret the Constitution

abstract (and binding) constitutional review, Alec

independently.33 Departmentalism raises a wide range

Stone Sweet has identified pragmatic incentives for

of issues, and has been most discussed in relation to

legislators to apply constitutional standards to

the executive branch. Here, I want to focus

legislation. His theory of judicialization of politics

specifically on the legislature, and its consideration

posits that just as constitutional judges increasingly

of the Constitution in the legislative process.

behave like legislators, legislators act as
constitutional judges do. This behaviour is brought

The extent of legislative constitutional interpretation

about by the desire for stability (that is, the desire

is open to debate. Lajoie et al. argue that the

to ensure laws as enacted will withstand

legislature is involved in constitutional interpretation

constitutional review) as well as the political

in its daily enactments: each time it passes a statute

incentives for opposition parties to challenge the

there is at least an implicit decision that the

constitutionality of legislation, and thereby drive

legislation is within their jurisdiction and complies

political debate on constitutionality.

with constitutional norms.34 But as others have
pointed out, legislatures in judicial review

Of course, the system of abstract review, occurring

constitutional systems sometimes pass legislation

after the legislative process, can produce different

despite thinking that the legislation is

institutional effects to concrete constitutional review

unconstitutional, in order to gain the advantage of

in ordinary courts. Nonetheless, the expectation that
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particular legislation will end up before the courts

Nonetheless, the role of the legislature in deciding

can produce similar incentives under concrete

the constitutionality of legislation, particularly in its

constitutional review to consider constitutionality in

review and committee proceedings, has its own

the legislative process. In fact, studies have found

importance. First, in concrete judicial review systems,

that a majority of members of Congress believe that

the vast majority of legislation and policies are never

Congress has a duty to arrive at a constitutional

subject to constitutional judicial review, making

interpretation independent to that of the US

legislature’s self-limitation to constitutional rules an

Supreme Court.37

important aspect of constitutionalism.38 Second, the
judiciary may carve out particular areas where it is

However, one theme that emerges is the legalized

restrained in exercising judicial powers and defers to

nature of the interpretation of the Constitution in

the legislature’s own evaluation of what the

the legislature, with legal arguments, judicial

constitution requires. Tushnet has argued that the

precedent, lawyer-like deliberation, and legal advice

areas in which the US Supreme Court will not decide

playing a significant role in the accounts of Tushnet,

the constitutionality of political behaviour on the

Whittington et al., and others. (Whittington et al.

basis of the ‘political question’ doctrine provide

remark on the legalized discourse in the Judiciary

examples of areas in which Congress is left to

Committee; Tushnet draws attention to legal staff as

determine the meaning of the Constitution.39 But

an institutional feature of legislatures created in

even where matters are justiciable, judges may

response to incentives to engage in constitutional

nonetheless be deferential to the legislature’s

interpretation.) Simply because the legislature

attempt to adhere to constitutional norms. Lastly,

engages in interpreting and applying constitutional

legislative enactments can promote and advance

rules, this does not mean that this interpretation is

substantive constitutional norms, going beyond the

independent of judicial interpretations.

minimum standards that a court may impose, for
instance, anti-discrimination legislation and equal
opportunity initiatives.
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The Case for Legislative Constitutionalism
So far I have considered two ways in which we can

constitutional principles and developing a stable

understand the relationship between the legislature

framework of rules, even rules governing its own

and the constitution, beyond simply thinking of

composition and powers. By contrast to judicial

legislatures as governed by the constitution.

interpretation of constitutional norms, legislatures

Constitutions structure and empower legislatures to

represent the people and allow for the people

act as a constructed public voice, and the

themselves to participate in the meaning and

representative legislature in turn plays an important

development of the fundamental commitments of

role in legitimating the exercise of power and the

the political community.

content of laws as democratic. Moreover, legislatures
develop some basic rules of the constitution through

There are two versions of this legislative

legislation and interpret constitutional principles in

constitutionalism, as it relates to fundamental rights

the exercise of their powers, whether or not these

and freedoms. The first version excludes a role for

principles are enumerated in a formal, written

judicial review and supports the interpretation and

Constitution.

application of fundamental rights by the political
branches of government alone, subject to the

So far, I have not sought to advance an explicitly

political constraints provided by the legislature’s

normative argument about the role of the

relationship with the polity. This is a parliamentary

legislature, rather laying out a basic understanding

supremacy argument that does not reject

of two roles that legislatures actually play in the

fundamental rights, but seeks their protection by

countries I have focused on. But the dominant

democratic representatives rather than courts.

debate concerning the constitutional role of the
legislature is a normative one: to what extent should

The most prominent proponent of what I will refer to

substantive external constitutional constraints be

as rights-based legislative constitutionalism is Jeremy

imposed on legislatures by the judiciary with respect

Waldron.41 He develops the well-known critique about

to certain fundamental social goods — ordinarily,

the nature of fundamental rights jurisprudence: that

fundamental rights and freedoms?40 This is a complex

decisions on the scope and permissible limitation of

debate. At its deepest, it can be a debate between

broadly worded fundamental rights are subject to

the liberal democratic theory’s emphasis on limited

intense political disagreement. Waldron makes two

government and civic republicanism’s emphasis on

types of arguments, the first of which relates to the

self-realization of the political community and

relative legitimacy of courts and legislatures to

popular sovereignty.

decide matters of constitutional rights. Here the right
to democratic participation consistently favours the

My focus here, however, is on the particular

legislature. Waldron also strongly defends majority

argument that legislatures produce more just or

voting as a decision-making mechanism even for

legitimate answers than courts when they interpret

matters of principle, as it respects each participant’s

and develop the constitution, and therefore they

equal status. Waldron relies on the idea of the

should have the final say over constitutional

legislature as a legitimate public voice, as a result of

meaning. This argument develops from the two

careful rules through which, it is argued, each

points above: legislatures are the people’s branch of

(enfranchized) member of the polity’s views are

government and have a greater democratic

equally valued. In Waldron’s own words, ‘a

legitimacy than the other branches of government

representative’s claim to respect is in large measure

and the legislature can engage in interpreting

a function of his constituents’ claim to respect;
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ignoring him, or slighting him or discounting his

There is much to commend the idea of democratic

views is a way of ignoring, slighting or discounting

dialogue. At a theoretical level, it promises a way

42

them’. The second type of argument relates to the

forward in the so-called rights vs. democracy debate.

capacity of the legislature to reach principled

The scope and limitation of fundamental rights,

answers to difficult moral questions, owing to its size

particular in cases of competing rights or public

and capacity to reflect the diverse range of

interest, is difficult and controversial and there is

viewpoints in society. Legislatures are also better at

often no obvious correct answer. We can choose not

making these decisions than judges because these

to remove these matters from the politics, by

are not issues of legal interpretation, but important

expressly engaging the representative assembly and

political and moral questions which legislatures can

the courts. Existing bills of rights described as

address directly, ‘undistracted by legalisms’.

‘dialogic’, by leaving the final word on what the
legislature may do to the legislature itself or by not

The second version of legislative constitutionalism,

permitting judges to strike out legislation, can, it is

commonly referred to as ‘democratic dialogue’,

argued, respect the legitimacy and ability of the

embraces a role for the legislature without rejecting

legislature to reach its own decisions about the

judicial review. Since the late 1990s, theories of

proper limits of its legislative powers. At the same

democratic dialogue have achieved a particular

time, these dialogic bills of rights do institute

prominence in constitutional literature. The way in

fundamental rights as prioritized claims subject to

which putative instruments of democratic dialogue

external review as well as institute particular

ensure a meaningful role for the legislature — the

safeguards to ensure that these principles are paid

ability to ultimately reach its own judgment on

due regard in the legislative process itself.45

constitutional interpretation — is to reserve the
ultimate right to decide constitutionality of

But even if one considers this idea of harnessing

legislation to the legislature in relation to most, if

both the courts and the legislature to decide matters

not all, fundamental rights.

of constitutionality to be attractive in theory, there
are a series of practical matters that deserve

The central idea of democratic dialogue is weaker

attention:

judicial review where judicial decisions are capable of
some form of legislative reversal or veto43 or are

1.

The quality of legislative deliberation. How does

declaratory rather than corrective or coercive.44 We

legislative constitutionalism square with the

can thereby draw on the strengths of judicial review

reality that, in parliamentary countries the

on fundamental rights: the independence of the

executive plays a very strong legislative role and

judiciary; reasoned legal analysis; consideration of

most bills are not subject to meaningful

how legislation operates in concrete cases; a focus

parliamentary deliberation?

on the individual which may be lost in general public
debate; and the protection of minorities, who may be

2.

The nature of constitutional interpretation. Is it

marginalized in the political sphere. Judges can bring

satisfactory if the process of interpreting and

concerns to the attention of the legislature, giving

applying fundamental rights by legislatures is an

the legislature and the public better information

exercise in applying legal standards, with

about the effects of the legislation and the

reference to previous judicial decisions and legal

judiciary’s opinion of whether the legislation is

arguments, such as the US Congress practices

acceptable. But ultimately, the legislature holds the

above? Arguably this type of legislative

power to make the final decision, the expectation

constitutionalism gives rise to similar concerns

being that it will take this power seriously (or will be

as those surrounding judicial supremacy; namely

required to by public concern) and carefully consider

whether judges should ultimately decide what

whether impugned legislation is acceptable.

fundamental constitutional principles require,
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thereby legalizing what are essentially political

I want to take this opportunity to explore a further

and moral decisions.

concern. If we move beyond the descriptive claim
that legislatures do play a role in interpreting and

3.

Unelected legislative chambers. Do unelected

applying constitutional norms, to the normative claim

legislative chambers have some role to play in

that legislatures should play an important, if not the

deliberation, even though they fall outside the

ultimate role in determining the meaning of

democratic justification for legislative

constitutional rights because of their democratic

constitutionalism?

character, then we should also have regard to the
actual relationship — not just the symbolic one —
between legislatures and the people.

There are potential responses to each of these
46

matters, though I will not be considering them here.
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Returning to the Construction of the Public Voice
Earlier in the paper, I referred to the legislature as an

representation. Under both conceptions, we expect

artificial or constructed voice of the people. Certainly,

representatives to make the decisions that their

this distinguishes the legislature from the courts, or

constituents would themselves make, but under

administrative agencies, who do not claim to be

descriptive representation, it is because representatives

representative of the people, rather claim particular

share the circumstances and social attributes of their

expertise to perform their functions. Nonetheless,

constituents, rather than because they are fulfilling a

the constructed nature of the public will as

promise to, or a mandate from, voters.53

manifested through the legislature gives us cause to
reflect on enthusiasm for the legislature’s

Is descriptive representation important to the

engagement in the interpretation and development

legitimacy and/or the capacity of the legislature to

of constitutional norms, even if we are to accept the

produce good answers to constitutional questions

claim of Waldron and others that this process

when they arise? If so, it is something that legislatures

involves political and moral issues that are not the

in the English speaking world have fared poorly at. The

matter of professional legal expertise. How

representation of women is an example. In descriptive

defensible is it to consider the legislature to be the

terms, women comprise half the population but do not

voice of the people on constitutional issues?

comprise half of the legislature(s) in any of the
countries I have focused on. Yet a variety of important

The nature and composition of legislatures has not

constitutional matters (abortion, religious dress,

received a great deal of attention from those who

discrimination, and equal opportunity) relate directly to

advance legislative constitutionalism. But it raises

women. Similar arguments can be made about ethnic

some important questions in relation to both the

and religious minorities.

legitimacy and capability arguments that are advanced
for representative assemblies engaging in

I am not seeking to argue that we should necessarily

constitutional interpretation. Dimitrios Kyritsis has

prefer courts for this reason (only in recent times

drawn attention to the way in which even Waldron,

have some of the highest courts begun to

who argues forcefully for the people’s right to

approximate some gender parity). Rather, I want to

participate in all aspects of the community’s

draw attention to how legislatures are constructed.

governance,47 tends to conflate the legislature and the

There are a variety of ways to create a legislature,

48

people. Clearly they are not the same thing, and

and various factors including the organization of

Kyritsis properly identifies that the space between the

constituencies, voting rules, the electoral system, and

legislature and the people depends on the sense in

political finance rules will all affect the composition

which representatives ‘represent’ the people.49

of the legislature, and the nature of the constructed
public voice.54

There are a variety of ways in which members of the
McCormick argues that the modern, generally class-

legislature may represent the people. One type of

anonymous constitutionalization of the people allows

representation is descriptive, wherein the
50

representative resembles those being represented.

the wealthy to dominate common citizens.55 He raises

The idea that the legislature should reflect the

the interesting (and controversial) argument that

population, ‘in miniature, a portrait of the population

forms of constitutionalism that provide separate

at large’,51 was popular with the Anti-Federalists in the

institutions for elite and non-elite population may in

52

eighteenth century. This approach to representation

some ways be preferable to a unitary sovereign

leads to similar results as a ‘mandate’ concept of

people.56 But there are less radical ways of changing
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the composition of the legislature. It has been

legislators can be voted out of power.62 Jane Schacter

documented that list-based proportional

has argued that in the formulation of Bickel’s

representation systems yield many more female

‘counter-majoritarian’ difficulty of judicial review,

legislators than single member district systems of

legislative accountability is stated as a fact, referring

57

representation. So there may be ways to establish

to this as the ‘accountability axiom’.63 Drawing on

the electoral system to provide for better descriptive

leading political science studies, she argues that

representation. There has been little exploration,

‘elections cannot sustain the heavy institutional

however, of whether the poor record of descriptive

burden that Bickel and others place on them to

representation of important groups in society

deliver accountability’.64

matters to the above arguments that legislatures are
more capable and more legitimate to make decisions

Schacter is one author to turn to empirical studies of

on constitutional rights.

political behaviour in addressing the question of
accountability in a constitutional context. She makes

One could argue that descriptive representation does

the valid point that political science literature is

not matter very much. There is a fairly fundamental

often a descriptively rich source, though not directly

problem with descriptive representation that even

concerned with a normatively defensible notion of

those within the same social group disagree,

accountability. What the literature does document is

sometimes fiercely, about what is in their best

low levels of public knowledge about the actions of

interests and what is just. Moreover, a person may

their representatives, that voters are mixed in using

also belong to a variety of social groups, meaning

their votes to sanction representatives, and may in

descriptive representation is only ever partial.

fact use their votes in a forward-looking manner
instead, and that there are significant disparties in

A further response is that we do not expect

the success of different groups in holding

representatives to resemble their constituents and

representatives accountable. Moreover, a large

thereby act as a conduit for their interests and

degree of political energy is spent shaping public

convictions. There are a variety of other types of

opinion for electoral advantage. To Schacter,

representation, falling under the broad category of

ultimately, legislative accountability is too thin,

‘trustee’ representation, where the representative

sporadic, and unequal to fulfill the normative claims

exercises some degree of independent judgement in

of those who say legislatures act with the consent of

making their decisions.58 So, even if representatives

the governed.65

do not resemble the population, they may
nonetheless represent them in the formal sense of
59

Schacter’s argument relates to empirical studies of

being elected and accountable to their voters, or in

American politics. A different dynamic is at play in,

the substantive sense of making decisions that do

for instance, a two- or three-party parliamentary

60

serve the interests of citizens, in the ‘gyroscopic’

system in a unitary state, such as the United

sense of simply making what they believe is the right

Kingdom. Strong party ties, a centralized form of

61

decision for the community, or in the ‘surrogate’

government, and the close relationship of the

sense of representing people who may not be their

executive and the legislature make for more

constituents in the electoral sense, but nonetheless

transparency in terms of the actions of government,

who are affected by their decisions.

whereas the diffusion of power across different
branches and different levels of government make it

Ordinarily, the case for legislative constitutionalism is

more difficult to attribute political responsibility. On

supported by formal representation: the greater

the other hand, in strong party systems,

accountability of the legislature to the people. If

representatives are as much party delegates as

judges develop constitutional norms in ways that are

constituency representatives, particularly in seats

widely unpopular, they cannot be removed, whereas

that are considered to be electorally ‘safe’. This
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raises the separate, but related, issue of how much

litigation itself provides a particular route for

effect representatives actually have over legislation

participation. Here, weak judicial review may enhance

and policy. Moreover, Schacter’s concerns over the

representation of certain groups otherwise

manipulation of public opinion are as pertinent, if

marginalized in ordinary politics by drawing the

not more salient in the context of centralized large

legislature’s attention to putative violations of their

party structures and lower levels of dissent.

fundamental rights through judicial declarations of
incompatibility.

The above arguments illustrate some aspects of the
complexity of the relationship between the

Thirty years ago, John Hart Ely presented his defence

legislature and the people. Each type of

of judicial review of fundamental rights on the

representation raises its own questions about the

grounds of securing minimum rights to those who

sufficiency of existing electoral practice. And each

are systematically excluded from the political

has important implications for the case for legislative

process.66 He sought to stress the representation-

constitutionalism. For example, the case for

reinforcing role that judicial review can play, and

legislative constitutionalism fundamentally relies on

embed judicial review within a democratic framework.

substantive, surrogate, or gyroscopic representation

The judiciary can also protect the rules of the game,

for the concerns of non-citizens, children, and others

in the sense of preventing manipulation of the

who cannot vote to be represented. It also relies on

electoral process to exclude certain groups. (This

these forms of representation insofar as certain

rationale would explain why, in Canada, legislatures

groups which do have the vote nonetheless may be

cannot legislate, notwithstanding the Section 2 right

unable to hold representatives accountable because

to vote in the Canadian Charter.)

of their poor voting power.
That said, deficiencies in representation do not
What should be clear is that the ‘democratic

necessarily support the case for a wide-ranging

legitimacy’ of representative legislatures and their

judicial supremacy.67 It would be odd to automatically

capacity to reach the best answers is not a self-

respond to problems of political representation with

evident or undifferentiated thing. Nor should it be:

calls for the judiciary to have the ultimate power

we should be able to critically evaluate the reality of

over fundamental moral and political principles.68

our legislatures and how they interact with the

Rather, what such arguments should do is cause us

population.

to be wary of axiomatic understandings that
decisions of representative legislatures are decisions

Part of that evaluation should consider routes to

of the people, and think critically about the

participation beyond elections alone. There are other

strengths and weaknesses of real-life legislatures.

ways in which people may engage with the

Different institutional arrangements and social

legislative process and thereby prompt members of

settings will provide for different types of

the legislature to represent their interests in a

legislatures, a different ‘public voice’. We may find,

substantive sense, such as the formation of civil

for instance, that the case for legislative

society groups or through complaints raised with an

constitutionalism is much stronger in relation to some

independent Ombudsman or commission that may

legislatures that others, and that the justification can

report to the legislature. The legislative process may

be strengthened further by making modifications to

be structured to allow greater participation, for

how legislatures are elected and how they operate,

example, where legislative committees solicit

or creating new forms of participation to complement

evidence and submissions from the public. Lastly,

the legislature.
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Conclusion
In the first part of this paper, I discussed how

for them, or whose votes do not much matter in

legislatures do not simply function under the

practice? Reach an independent judgement on the

constitution, but that they play certain important

best answer for the community as a whole, either by

roles in relation to the constitution. In constitutional

themselves, or as a consequence of careful

democracies, the elected, representative character of

deliberation with others? Vote as their party requires

the legislature is a vital component of our

them to? Each of these responsibilities accords with

understanding of these countries as democracies,

different conceptions of democracy.

and legitimates the system of laws, public action
pursuant to the law, and the actions of the executive

My own view is that democratic dialogue and rights-

in parliamentary systems. Legislatures also play a

based legislative constitutionalism are best allied to

role in providing the rules that comprise the

deliberative conceptions of democracy, which in turn

constitution and interpreting fundamental principles

require a real diversity of perspectives in public

during the legislative process. Legislatures, either

debate and require representatives not to simply

consciously or through regular practices, can be

represent the interests of their constituents, but

constitution builders, and can perform this role even

reach a conclusion on the best decision for the

when there is a written constitution.

entire community, having had the benefit of hearing
the different perspectives and arguments from the

It is important to recognize the role that legislatures

full range of people affected.69 This view has

play in interpreting and developing the constitution.

significant implications for the electoral system and

Unless there is judicial review of all legislation and

the legislative process, and it does not exclude a role

unless we establish every rule concerning the

for judicial review. But it is not the only view.

framework of government in a written document,
both of which are impractical at best, legislative self-

For some, it may be enough to say that legislatures

regulation is an important component of a

are elected and thereby more democratic than

functioning constitutional democracy.

courts: in effect a comparative institutional argument
rather than a free-standing one. Yet, this

But it is a different thing to make the argument that

observation, apart from relying on a highly

legislative interpretations should be supreme because

attenuated concept of democracy, leaves us in the

this best respects the people’s right to govern

unsatisfactory position of having no grounds upon

themselves. There is a significant space between the

which to decide between the different ways in which

legislature and the people in contemporary

legislatures can be constituted and the ways in

democracies. Any theory which relies upon the

which legislative processes can vary. At worst, it

democratic legitimacy of the legislature’s decisions

encourages us to ignore ways in which we can

on constitutional norms needs to take this into

improve our democratic institutions. A focus on

account. At the very least, there needs to be a

defending existing democratic institutions against

clearer sense in the literature of what proponents of

judicial review or defending judicial review against

legislative constitutionalism expect representatives to

claims of illegitimacy should not cause us to lose

actually do. Advocate the interests of their

sight of the other ways in which our constitutional

constituents, to then be aggregated in a majoritarian

system can better approximate our democratic ideals.

way? Represent even those people who do not vote
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